
Secure your office building
with just ONE system
Digital access control - intrusion protection - video surveillance



Mit nur EINEM System
Bürogebäude absichern
Digitale Zutrittskontrolle – Einbruchschutz – Videoüberwachung

Security technology
goes simple
and digital



As a person responsible for security, you want to keep an uncomplicated eye on your
office building and all the associated distributed infrastructures. You want maximum
physical security at the lowest possible cost and effort. With KentixONE, the innovative
software and hardware platform for physical security technology, you can easily secure
your office against intrusion and unauthorized access and monitor everything via video.
Just one system automatically and proactively monitors your entire infrastructure. Thanks
to IoT technology, KentixONE can be seamlessly integrated, is easy to operate, is always
perfectly compatible, and can be expanded without limits - if desired, to include early fire
detection and a wide range of monitoring options. This gives you full control and fends off
up to 40 threats before damage and losses occur.

These systems are integrated in KentixONE

We give you more control
For office buildings from 100 - 100.000 sqm



Access control
Not only knowing who - when -
where, but also granting and
revoking access authorizations
in real time and from anywhere.

Continuous monitoring of the
prescribed environmental standards
reliably prevents quality losses.

Faults, interruptions or total
failures are prevented thanks to
real-time control of the energy
conditions.

As part of the infrastructure
monitoring system, the recording of
messages from external systems
provides even more security.

Fires are one of the most
devastating dangers for businesses.
Early detection can identify them
hours before they occur.

Continuously monitors devices on
the network and identifies errors
before they become serious
threats.

Everything in view with live
video monitoring in real time.
When an event is triggered, the
camera automatically records.

Immediate alarm in the event of a
break-in or attempted break-in with
a deterrent effect on offenders.

Intrusion detection

Early fire detection

Live video

Environmental monitoring

Power monitoring

External messages

Network monitoring

100 % IoT-based
for seamless integration



8 in 1
system

40
threats

100 %
IoT

Benefits for your office building

Eight security systems
merge into one seamless,
intuitive solution: the
KentixONE security plat-
form. Access control,
intrusion alarm, early fire
detection, video moni-
toring, environment, power
and network monitoring
and the processing of
external fault messages
are all provided by a single
system.

Maximum physical security
with minimum personnel

expenditure

Lower capital expenditure
(CAPEX) and operating

costs (OPEX)

More future-proofing
thanks to a perfectly

compatible, unlimitedly
expandable system

More than 40 physical
hazards, such as burglary,
fire, leakage, defective air
conditioning or unauthor-
ized access, are monitored
automatically and
proactively with just one
system. This makes it very
easy for the user to control
imminent dangers - and
simplicity creates more
safety.

KentixONE is based on
software defined hardware
(SDH) and is a 100% IoT
solution. As a result, all
components fit seamlessly
into the existing IT infra-
structure and can be ex-
panded without limits. Be-
cause outdated, incom-
patible security technology
is yesterday's news.
Security technology today
must be smart and relieve
the burden on people.



Simplicity
is the key to

greater security
You want to secure your office building more
effectively? We and our experienced partners
are happy to help and advise you by phone
or at your site.

Get in touch now

https://kentix.com/en/contact/

